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Dedication

For Lucas & Camila, Mom, and MG
I remain ever surprised by the expansiveness of love, I hope it holds you always.

&

Por mi
Viejo,

mi querido viejo
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HOME, IT TURNS OUT,
IS ALWAYS A MATTER OF PAPERWORK

The coalition emerges out of your recognition that it’s fucked up for you, in the
same way that we’ve already recognized that it’s fucked up for us. I don’t need
your help. I just need you to recognize that this shit is killing you, too, however
much more softly, you stupid motherfucker, you know? (Harney & Moten 10)
Fred Moten in The Undercommons
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i.
In November of 2017, there is a neon pink sky––pulpy, framed within a rectangle of steel––a low
rumbling of wind, a lush jungle blurred, put my hand out to feel the resistance of speed––you
(yes, you) know the sound, you have moved in the world before––it is very green, but in that
dark hazy manner that happens when the sun is retreating––silhouette of a volcano, I don’t know
which one, though––dark smoke and the sound of gunshots off in the distance––that was back in
‘78 or so. I imagine myself as my Dad, joining the Sandinistas, mapped onto photos by Susan
Meiselas––I am having a bodily response to the landscape, to the climate, deep familiarity
signaled in my skin, but I’ve never been here before––apparently when the Sandinistas took
control, Dad had not gotten in touch with his parents for weeks and they thought he was dead,
cried for days and had a funeral––deep, deep breath––his sandpaper-tough hands on the steering
wheel, being quiet in himself like ever, Mom pointing at things through the window, telling me
names of places I don’t understand the root-words of––I wonder if he killed anyone, in the
guerilla, but I’ve never asked––humid, so humid, it feels good, maybe even right?––what are
they thinking right now, after being gone for so long?––motorbikes everywhere, it’s kind of
chaotic, little swirling dust clouds that brake suddenly––of course he did, do I really need to
know?––a cluster of alien-esque bird sounds, never heard anything like it before, or since––he
trained for la guerra in Costa Rica…or wait, was it Honduras?––any time we make a stop and
have an exchange with other people, I realize that my style of dress must look so stupid to them.
I note weird facial expressions in response to my confusing accent––I am opposed to doctrines of
biological essentialism, but it is striking that everyone here kind of looks like me, and I have
never felt that before––my mom gives Tia Enriquetta a long and slow embrace, my dad off to the
side, looking right at me just at the end of it. Years later, I will touch my finger to the image (fig.
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1) and play this tiny “live” loop over and over––been waiting my whole life for this––and them,
after 30 years...why did it take them so long? Have they had the thought, I’m “home”, yet? Or
does that feel too uncomfortable to think about, too sad? Would it be inappropriate for me to
think that I am “home” now? I think it might be. This is not my home. I think.

Later, I stumble into a funny moment––Toña Cerveza reads the label, as I peel it off––walking
down a dusty street with my primo, whom I just met––inside the JinoCuba, a lively dive scene. I
try to draw parallels to poor, rural parts of Louisiana, but I can’t reconcile the images––the
ceiling of the bar is covered with flags from all over. I realize I have been deeply absorbed by the
empire, but one is not like the other––I win a T-Shirt with the bar’s logo and a large red star from
a raffle––Jinotega mashed up with CUBA, is it romantic and brilliant or dumb and stupid, or
both?––the American flag sticks out like an eyesore––a well known metal musician is going to
perform––I notice the floor is just dirt and sand, like outside––another Toña please––large prints
of Kurt Cobain, Bjork, John Lennon, and Elvis line the back wall behind the singer––he is doing
a solo acoustic set, singing “Pretty Woman” of all things (and quite well)––dressed like un
roquero with long hair and earrings, I see my image in him––suddenly I notice the Louisiana flag
and laugh out loud.
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Fig. 1 - Still from Raíces, 2018
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ii.
On a random night in 2021, I am scrolling on instagram when I come across a post by American
artist, Stephanie Syjuco. She has posed a series of “dilemmas” from a presentation she gave at
UC Berkeley titled, Power, Agency, and Representation1. Dilemma number two reads: “The
American audience loves stories about melancholy immigrants ‘caught between two worlds.’
Don’t give it to them. You do not lack anything.” Holding the phone a short distance across my
face, I read this and yell out “fuck”.2

**

Fig. 2 - Still from Raíces, 2018
1

Stephanie Syjuco, Power, Agency, and Representation
https://artsdesign.berkeley.edu/visual-arts/events/power-agency-and-representation-filipino-americans-in-t
he-visual-arts
2
Ironically, this is actually a repost, which I recall reading a few years ago and making note of then.
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In the fall of 2018, not too long after my first trip to Nicaragua, I divide myself by way of a split
screen (fig. 2)––simultaneous narrative is ever-present, and while generally experienced by all in
the form of news and social media, there is a way in which it is felt persistently by those who
inherit diasporic perspectives––all hell has broken loose there, where I am not anymore. Riots
and protests, daily––soon to be familiar here––I obsessively take in news from various sources
trying to stay connected, trying to make sense of how right-wing paramilitary forces emerged
toward violent retaliation against student protests. My knowledge of Nicaragua’s political history
contains a huge gap between the revolution and the recent past––what went wrong, exactly, and
how did Daniel Ortega transform into the kind of dictator he had once fought to overthrow?

Back in New York, having barely touched my parents homeland just months before, I feel a
great sense of distance––continued attachment demands work. I montage a series of mundane
moments into a day in the life, juxtapose it against a montage of the political crisis in present-day
Nicaragua, snatched from the internet. Didacticism slaps painfully from clips meant for
American audiences3, held almost as much for myself as my intended viewers––it’s my first
video, and apparently I have stumbled into a form of pseudo-documentary meets video art,
centered around my own experience, because that’s all I really have access to record––in a crit,
someone recommends I watch Hypernormalisation by Adam Curtis, in consideration of how he
weaves together history and journalism with art aesthetics––the didacticism pains me in
hindsight, but his affective strategies (a little cynical and abrupt, ever attentive to the role of
sound and music) are a worthwhile takeaway.

3

https://youtu.be/8dilq-wHh-U
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I go on to learn about Ortega’s consolidation of power by way of election fraud, abolishment of
term limits, nepotism, and sketchy deals with China and international corporate entities, via
random youtube videos and Dan le Botz4. This is coupled with warily romantic reiterations of the
Sandinista narrative, in the memoir of feminist revolutionary figure Giaconda Belli, poems of
Ernesto Cardinal, and an onslaught of new questions for my parents.

I am quickly spread thin between two places. Media saturation becomes my primary link, again,
as my trip shifts from recent event into coveted memory––an attempt to connect with a
Nicaraguan activist group here in New York painfully highlights my sense of cultural disconnect.
Eventually they stopped including me in organizing emails, for no apparent reason––Catherine S.
Ramirez writes that assimilation and immigration were conjoined via such concepts as
Americanization, Anglo-Conformity, and acculturation; each in their own regard involving the
dissolution of an immigrant group’s culture by a dominant mainstream one, out of a colonial
logic (5)––i.e. erasure in the name of the empire––flashbacks to childhood classmates asking
“but where are you from?!”, constant presumptions that I am Mexican, a sense of embarrassment
when kids would comment on my mother’s accent, my dad later calling me his little gringo
(however affectionately)––Ramirez points out that the first statute to codify naturalization law in
the United States, the Naturalization Act of 1790, restricted naturalization to free white persons
(4)––I spot an intersection, various modes of narrative and time centered around this
disconnect––what happened there in Nicaragua, then, and in relation to events here in the US?
And how has that manifested into everything going on now, in 2018, and how does my sense of

4

I picked up a copy of What Went Wrong? by Dan La Botz (2018), at an event organized by a journalist in
the interest of raising political awareness. The night devolved into chaos as an Ortega supporter started
spouting CIA conspiracy theories and reducing protester testimonials to staged lies.
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alienation from my parents “home” plug into all of it? And why should anyone else care about it,
rendered out of myself?

••
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Fig. 3 - Still from Alien Nation, 2018

Zooming out of a window in google maps, we land in bar JinoCuba5––“Pretty Woman” in
Nicaragua, Kurt Cobain staring us down––the performance is mirrored by the applause of a
congressional assembly, in response to an address by President Regan regarding a new
aggressive foreign policy toward Central America, to ward off threats of Communism and
Socialism (fig. 3). Following the crescendo of applause, a Spanish-language ranchero cover of
the song Creep, by Radiohead, comes on. Images of the migrant caravan of 2018 are projected
onto a profile shot of my face, mostly illegible, ending with a youtube “replay” screen. Floating
FaceTime-windows containing my family pop up during the song and float around the screen,
modulating color like cheap discotheque lights (fig. 4).

5

https://goo.gl/maps/ZzdmLNR8wdSmWfmW6
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Fig. 4 - Still from Alien Nation, 2018

You should call more, my mother’s voice says to me in Spanish––an ordinary, long-distance
conversation with my mom turns unexpectedly into a debate about immigration policy, our
respective views falling in line with regional perspectives from the states we each reside in––she
in Louisiana, myself in New York. I cringe at the prescriptive arguments coming out of both our
mouths, but this is actually the point––my mother is a moderate, votes independently, I feel
compelled to clarify. Given her own history of arriving through political asylum, I hold her
opinion against the power of rhetoric––no, it’s not right how the leaders of those countries are
handling it, she argues––we agree about the role of corruption, and the driving force of economic
disparity––the cacophony assembles further: imagery from the banana wars and Regan era
propaganda, past and present of Nicaragua, old chiquita banana cartoons with a racist overtone,
18

protests against current presidents both there and here, Oliver North at the Iran Contra hearings
(fig. 7)––in the middle of the sequence, a screen-record of google-maps zooming in on the
border at Tijuana butts up against a soldier in training being exposed to tear gas as a training
exercise (fig. 5), adjacent to another screen-record scrolling through an article on Warren
Kanders’ ties to Safariland Co. (producers of tear gas used at the border) and subsequent protests
against the Whitney (fig 6).

Fig. 5 - Still from Alien Nation, 2018
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Fig. 6 - Still from Alien Nation, 2018

Fig. 7 - Still from Alien Nation, 2018
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Fig. 8 - Still from Sondra Perry’s Lineage for a Multiple Monitor Workstation No. 1, 2015

There is a visual and conceptual logic here that I absorbed from Sondra Perry’s Lineage for a
Multiple Monitor Workstation No. 1, 2015 (fig. 8)––which, in April of 2021, during a lecture she
does for my MFA program, I am shocked to learn is a work that was also a grad school project,
and which was guided by feedback from A.K. Burns––my thesis advisor! As Lineage unfolds,
vignettes play out in a form of windows on windows, accumulating in various moments into a
cacophony of familial imagery and appropriated material. These family scenes are both staged
and candid, involving intimate rituals and engagement in a form of active family archiving that is
likewise intersecting with social constructs and histories outside of them. It is both personal and
political, without relying on an overt agenda. And while the desktop (aka home screen) invokes a
specific digital work space that I bypass, the green chroma key background and hoods her family
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wear invite the viewer to project their own experiences––and perceptions––in a relational
manner that might otherwise exclude them. I take this aspect of the work to heart, constantly
searching for my own strategies of doing so.

In conjunction with Sondra’s lessons, Alien Nation is likewise informed by a hypersaturation of
digital media which stirred in me during the making of Raíces––the visual logic of bombarding
news media and youtube archives matches an aesthetic of the “virtual age” that Claire Bishop
characterizes as rapid proliferation, endless disposability, and oscillation between distance and
intimacy (436). This sits alongside evaluations of mass migration and “mediation”6 as the key
sociological phenomena underlying globalization and defining the modern era as written by
Arjun Appadarai. This implies that the familial gaze and digital proliferation go hand in hand
with migratory perspectives. I circle over one particular passage:
As with mediation, so with motion. The story of mass migrations (voluntary and forced)
is hardly a new feature of human history. But when it is juxtaposed with the rapid flow of
mass-mediated images, scripts, and sensations, we have a new order of instability in the
production of modern subjectivities. As Turkish guest workers in Germany watch Turkish
films in their German flats, as Koreans in Philadelphia watch the 1988 Olympics in Seoul
through satellite feeds from Korea, and as Pakistani cab drivers in Chicago listen to
cassettes of sermons recorded in mosques in Pakistan or Iran... we see moving images
meet deterritorialized viewers. These create diasporic public spheres, phenomena that
confound theories that depend on the continued salience of the nation-state as the key
arbiter of important social changes….both viewers and images are in simultaneous
circulation. (Appadurai 4)

6

a socioanthropoligcal term, referring to “how the production and reception of communicational media
texts and technologies have enabled or otherwise affected processes of cultural production and
reproduction more generally” (Boyer 383)
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Finally, an image of me eating a Dorito chip while on the subway is placed next to an iPhone
video of Warhol’s Burger King commercial as seen projected at the Whitney Museum in 2018,
chewing in sync (fig. 9)––I feel complicit and helpless in my video, despite my critiques.

Fig. 9 - Still from Alien Nation, 2018

**
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It’s true, I don’t lack anything. It’s not a matter of being caught between two worlds, I reside in
just one while possessing a plurality of perspectives (like and unlike everyone), though my reach
is limited––we pull over, in December of 2018, on the side of the road in Lafayette, so I can film
a plot of sugarcane lit up by the car’s headlights––on my studio wall, I place two photo prints in
diagonal opposition, one in which my hair is unraveled and unruly, and I’m wearing a salmon
colored shirt from Nicaragua; the other has me wearing a bun and a favorite jacket covered in
patches from various post-War corporations: 7UP, Sears, Texaco, Chevron, etc. The totality of
the patches equate a nostalgic and ironic sense of Americana. This seeming opposition (fig. 10)
is overlapped and blurred together by projections of videos that I am shuffling through, snippets
of home movies… I am working out a new kind of moving-image logic––been reading Cien
Años de Soledad, by Gabriel Garcia Marquez, finally. I mean, A Hundred Years of Solitude,
technically. I stack the two translations together, thinking about layered traumas across
generations in the novel, and my father’s voice and my voice reading each version respectively,
Not sure how to compose it, though––my mother tells me over the phone that it is her favorite
book. The intergenerational compression of the novel intrigues me. Likewise, I am moved by
how the moments of magical realism, breathtaking as they are, are really at the service of the
more mundane moments and details––magic makes the quieter moments more potent, a lesson I
am slow but attentive to––materials in collage, video in collage––something porous is
happening.

24

Fig. 10 - Digital photo prints from HOME NOT HOME, 2019

My name is Léo, I say to new classmates, though my closest friends are not used to saying it this
way yet (and neither am I). I half joke that it is an effort to decolonize myself, but it’s still an
Italian name as pronounced in Spanish, and I haven’t a clue about my indigenous roots––it only
strikes me later, in 2021, that a kind of abrupt yet fluid structure in the transitions between events
of Cien Años has left a mark on me––what are the differences between assemblage and collage
logic, anyway?––Catherine Ramirez defines assimilation as “a relational process whereby the
boundary between two unequal groups and between inside and outside blurs, disappears, or
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paradoxically, is reinforced. Some boundaries are hard and bright, while others are porous and
ambiguous” (15). I wonder about myself as a born citizen, if I am even assimilable or if it is
actually an oxymoron. How does that change when viewed as part of a family unit, as an
extension of my immigrant parents’ identification and acculturation? And as part of a larger
Latinx American identification, can my attempt to render the nuances and inherent contradictions
of my own experience serve an end to expand and complicate understandings of assimilation, as
Ramirez is invested in (26)?––I render the sugar cane in high-contrast black and white, and I let
it scatter for a while over my mock-up of photos, paint, prints, plastic and foam core gathering in
a painterly manner, with a shelf and books protruding out (fig. 11). It’s seductive and a little
mysterious, a kind of shape-shifting between the light and the objects and their compositional
arrangement––I keep thinking about how the place my parents are from shaped me in the place
that I am from, rather than divided me.

Fig. 11 - Still from HOME NOT HOME, 2019
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The vignettes of HOME NOT HOME, 2019, ping-pong between representations of Nicaragua
and Louisiana: a lush jungle landscape seen from a mountain peak in Jinotega, the corner of a
suburban block in Baton Rouge, banana trees by a lakeside with a volcano in the distance, oak
trees in the rain alongside French-influenced architecture, a Catholic church veranda with distant
cousins, a podunk karaoke bar with close friends (fig. 12). While working through these
representations, I become increasingly invested in the experience of subjecthood as grounded in
site or place, in how identity is constructed rather than the identity politics that seem more
apparent at a quick read.

Of all the scenes depicted in HOME NOT HOME, probably the most compelling sequence is of
family interacting during a holiday dinner––a striking moment in which family intimacy really
becomes a potent, conscious theme for me––I pull my phone out as three of my cousins, all of
which are half a generation younger than me, are talking to an aunt of mine. She is playfully
testing them on their Spanish-speaking skills, asking them what tools they use to eat food. With
their southern accents, which are not particularly thick but suddenly feel very noticeable, they
struggle to say the words for fork and spoon (fig. 13)––cut to one cousin finishing up a sentence,
slowly declaring in Spanish with a very heavy American English accent, “..y quiero mucho a
todo la familia.” Another scene presents us playing monopoly with some younger cousins, one
aggressively asking another to pay up. This childhood indoctrination into the myth of scarcity
and free market idealism sits in relation to two other scenes: a double-speed walk through a mall
with my mother, overlapped by footage from the Nicaraguan revolution, and my family driving
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through Lafayette, commenting that this is where I was born––“yep, you’re cajun” my aunt says
to me––and pointing out the McDonald’s where my mom used to work when she was pregnant
with me (fig. 14)––as I edit this film, I am about a year out from having quit my job as a Director
of Operations for a reputable design company, giving up a potential career-track and losing my
cushy salary and 401K, so that I can pursue my MFA. My parents are ever-supportive, despite
worries about my future (economically speaking), and I feel burdened by a deep desire to
“succeed” and make their struggle for a better life worthwhile.

28

Fig. 12 - Still from HOME NOT HOME, 2019

Fig. 13 - Still from HOME NOT HOME, 2019
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Fig 14 - Still from HOME NOT HOME, 2019

**
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iii.
We’re really lucky to be here, y’know? Really. Sure, it’s not a perfect life. Of course not. But we
worked hard. We sacrificed a lot. God has opened many doors for us. Well, what did you think it
was going to look like? You don’t understand what we left behind. This place has been good to
us. We’re lucky to be here. Everything is better now than it was before. We’re really lucky to be
here. Let me... let me ask you something––did you start at the bottom, and now you’re at the
top?7

Fig. 15 - Installation detail from Portals, 2019

7

Original text from my film installation, Portals, 2019
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iv.
Class is about to start––it’s February 11, 2021, almost 1 o’clock. I feel nervous about a
presentation I am about to perform. The assignment is to present unfinished work with insights
into my “process”. The work that I am doing, or thinking of doing, inherently demands intense
earnestness and vulnerability––my voice feels dry and raspy, comes out a little shaky:

Dear Class,

Truth be told, I am nervous right now. I am delirious in a haze of
insomnia, anxiety, and depression––of personal and familial matters
but also stresses imposed by structures around me, one of those being
the academic institution, which is (yes) a refuge but also a dubious
component in the pursuit of The Dream. Got a lot of feelings, to say
the least, but I’m not just telling you this for my own sake. It is a
significant affect here in relation to the “present”8, and to the
“work”.

What am I trying to say? Something about answers in the form of
questions, layered within this stack of books (fig. 16) and digital
information (fig. 17), except imagine that the contents of each are
dispersed and even confused within one another.

8

A central claim of Lauren Berlant’s theory of Cruel Optimism is that the present is a relative historical
temporality; it is a “contemporary moment conceived from within that moment”, first perceived affectively
before it ever becomes an “orchestrated collective event or epoch on which we can look back” (4).
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Fig. 16 - Books in my studio

Five

of

these

Fig. 17 - Screengrab of collected PDFs

books

are

grounded

in

poetic/performative

autobiography, unified by an objective which points back outward and
either
them.

criticizes
Lauren

or

Fournier

refuses sociopolitical structures imposed on
articulates

this

form

as

a

discourse

of

Autotheory, which “takes one’s embodied experiences as a primary text
or raw material through which to theorize, process, and reiterate
theory to feminist effects”(644)––with a distinguishing element of
trans-medial,
(Fornier

cross-disciplinary,

642-643).

There

is

an

and
early

performative
feminist

self-imaging

tenet

here—–the

personal is political—–which I am preoccupied in extending as: the
personal

is

political

is

personal.

Or

is

it,

the

personal

is

political is social world-making? Or is it, the personal is sometimes
just personal despite its politics, despite its publics?9

9

I recall a conversation with McKenzie Wark, from an MIT Press Podcast, in which Fornier momentarily
scoffs at so-called works of autotheory that she describes as superficially engaging theory without
expounding on the ideas in great depth. To this point, I confess a kind of dilettantism in referencing theory
in my own art practice––and so, let’s consider this framework an influence rather than a committed
position.
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There is a space in this venn diagram of theory that I am interested
in talking about, and/or fucking up, and/or refusing… and it has to
be and/or, not either. This space preoccupies me because, frankly,
the American Dream is really fucking up my sleep, fucking me hard,
it’s fucking killing me, and I’m not slowly dying alone and I don’t
want you or anyone to die so slowly like this10. Lauren Berlant writes
that “a relation of cruel optimism exists when something you desire
is actually an obstacle to its flourishing” (1)–—namely the “good
life”, which I interpret as The American Dream (Berlant 1). This is
an effect of the society of the spectacle (Debord), manifest in a
form of brokenness, of “debt”11, expounded on by Harney and Moten, in
which it is clear there is no repair, only dismantling, blow it up
and build something else, but which you have to do while you live in
the thing and how the fuck do we do that, I don’t know but we have to
and don’t blow us up I mean burn out.

OKAY SO WHERE AM I IN THIS?

I am trying to locate myself in an incomplete house (fig. 18), or
really, a place that is a kind of no-place, which suspends itself
across

three

temporalities

(past,

present,

future)

and

which

10

“Slow death refers to the physical wearing out of a population in a way that points to its deterioration as
a defining condition of its experience and historical existence...from the effects of global/national regimes
of capitalist structuralist subordination and governmentality.” (Berlant 95)
11

Real debt is excessive, can’t ever be paid, “debt as its own principle”, which is ultimately social, from
what we have done to each other, and so we’re indebted to each other (Harney & Moten 65). Thus, there
is no repairing debt with credit, there is only abolition. (152)
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literally maps time (and moving light) onto that space and objects in
it––this

implies

an

oscillating between boundaries and subverting

boundaries. It kind of looks like this (fig. 19), but more…

Fig. 18 - Digital sketch of my installation plan
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Fig. 19 - Installation shot of Portals, 2019

It will be an incomplete house that is maximalist in assemblage yet
geometrically reductive. And it will house a film component--an idea
of

video

“letters

to

home”

addressed

to

my

family,

personal

in

address but pointing back outwards to sociopolitical concerns, with
an emphasis in critique of The American Dream. My work has evolved
into a kind of expanded-cinema that is genre-amorphous and usually
presents
windows

multiple
in

modes

overlapping

of

story-telling/viewing

through

multiple

vignettes and narrative structure (because

migratory/diasporic perspective implies pluralism and fragmentation).
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I proceed to read a few rough drafts of the letters, which I intend to anchor the film as voice
over––I feel nervous and painfully vulnerable again––my voice emerges confidently.

**
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v.
It’s December of 2021. I’m scouring the house for small, intimate objects––little things that can
hold a personal narrative or memory while also pointing back outwards. My dad, like many blue
collar Americans, had a habit of buying lotto tickets on the regular, daydreaming aloud every
now and then about a life on a ranch in el campo, if he ever got lucky––I am not sure if this
really happened or if it’s a made up memory, but there is a scene in my mind in which my dad
had a Powerball ticket that was only one number off from winning––I find a stack of these
tickets left behind in my dad’s shed, grab all the ones that were purchased in 2020… the last six
that he bought before he passed away. I don’t tell my mom that I am taking these, which is a little
fucked up, I think. But I have it in mind that whatever I will do with them is forgivable, maybe
even admirable

A couple pieces that I saw by Danh Vo come to mind––from his show at the Guggenheim: Take
My Breath Away, 2018. One of them is Oma Totem, 2009 (fig. 20), in which Vo stacked together
a few objects given to his grandmother by an immigrant relief program, following her arrival in
Germany from post-war Vietnam. The objects include: a Gorenje washing machine, a Bomann
mini refrigerator with a crucifix mounted onto it, and a Philips television set. In his own words
from a Guggenheim audio didactic, Vo wanted to make a sculpture out of these objects because
he thought that they “were very interesting objects. Because it tells so much about the projection
for what a society thinks that foreigners need”. The second work that comes to mind is If you
were to climb the Himalayas tomorrow, 2006, (fig. 21) which consists of a Rolex watch, an
American military signet ring, and a Dupont lighter displayed in a glass case inset into a
wall––as much a jewelry case as a museum display––all of these objects were apparently very
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cherished items of Vo’s father, which he acquired shortly after fleeing Vietnam in 1979. The
Guggenheim’s transcript from the audio didactic for this piece notes that his family was initially
intending to reach the United States (they were eventually granted political asylum by Denmark,
after a few months in a refugee camp in Singapore). These everyday objects, as displayed
strategically by Vo, invoke a narrative of his father’s desire to quickly acquire objects that would
function as status symbols of prosperity––a notion of accumulation as the sign of upward social
mobility, and again the imposition of cultural expectations for immigrants.

Fig. 20 - Danh Vo, Oma Totem, 2009

Fig. 21 - Danh Vo, If you were to climb the
the himalayas tomorrow, 2006

**
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vi.
I am building a house in early April of 2021––this is insane––it took nearly a whole day just to
build an outdoor compost bin for my mom. I scroll through videos on youtube on the
fundamentals of house framing––want to throw my computer on the floor, trying to translate the
facade of the church of Solentiname in Sketchup, to fit the dimensions of my space––apparently
markings on a tape measure are designed to fit framing conventions––a friend points out a
neocolonial aspect

to the

tiny house

movement, a blindspot––more ambivalence,

fitting––splinters and little cuts and bruises––my hands resemble my dad’s a little more. The
price of wood has tripled because of the pandemic, and it’s too late to pivot––add a window
rough opening, last minute, to fit some blinds that I have––Rita, the freight operator, kindly helps
me stack 2x4’s diagonally into the elevator, because they’re too long to fit while on the
cart––build my walls on the floor, legs shaking a little from the constant squatting––thank God
for friends, for community, helping me raise and join the structure, move heavy burdens––can’t
build a home all alone. I’m worried about flexing though, can’t bolt the bottom plates into the
gallery floor––build a foundation? No, logistically and economically impossible––the suburban
house as penultimate icon of upward mobility for immigrant families––it’s all about the lawn,
idealized for a future of play and promises of autonomy––burned a hole in my wallet for this
piece––many close friends are trying to buy houses, because I am that age. Oh how the prospect
of starting a family makes one want it. How complete does an incomplete house need to
be?––Mom lists me as the beneficiary on her life insurance, we discuss the house as an
asset––my finances aren’t so great right now, wonder if it could be the only house ever own. The
idea is to sell it, to support my niece and nephew, whom my mother has adopted. The first letter
in the film is directed at them, beginning with admissions of a fatherly kind of affection, though
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they are not my kids. How will I even explain all of this to them? Home, it turns out, is always a
matter of paperwork12.

Fig. 22 - Construction of the installation Letters to Home, Pt. 1, 2021

12

Text from a letter to Lucas and Camila, from Letters to Home, Pt.1, 2021
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Fig 23 - Letters to Home, Pt. 1, 2021
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The house is approximately 18 feet long by 10 feet wide by 11 feet high. Nothing fancy, it’s one
long rectangle with a doorway and a window on the long wall that faces the stairwell from the
gallery’s mezzanine. It’s mostly just the framing, no roof or exterior panels, but partially walled
up from the inside with bare drywall––boundaries and desires for protection formed from one’s
interiority––in some places the drywall is smashed and crumbling, bits dangling or spilled onto
the floor––flesh coming off the bone, and only just now I realize there is a metaphor for
transfiguration that could possess this house.

**

Solentiname is an archipelago in Nicaragua, famous as both a cultural and historical site where a
utopian community was founded in the late 1960’s. Led by priest, artist and poet, Ernesto
Cardinal, the community was formed around the principles of Christian-Liberationism, which
applies a neo-Marxist lens to the teachings of the bible and emphasizes the pursuit of economic
and social liberation of oppressed peoples. I’ve absorbed much of the lore of Solentiname as a
kind of diffuse cultural memory––as told by relatives, mentioned anecdotally in research on
Nicaraguan art and on the revolution, as contextualized by a traveling exhibition from Mexico’s
Museo Jumex13, and through various internet search rabbit-holes over time.

13

The Dream of Solentiname, at NYU 80WSE Gallery, 2018, curated by Pablo León de la Barra
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Coincidentally14, during such an instance of internet wandering, I came across an essay by an old
acquaintance from my early days immersed in a poetry community in Brooklyn––who, I will
hilariously admit, I used to have a big crush on. I recall this distant friend––Dr. Ileana
Selejan––once telling me that she believes Nicaragua is the most beautiful place in the world,
full of the most beautiful people she has ever met––I had never been, did not know it for myself,
just as I had no idea that she would become a foremost expert on the subject of documentary
practices, vernacular photography and the Sandinista revolution. More succinctly than I am able,
Selejan describes the significance of the Solentiname community in establishing a utopian
imaginary and an aesthetics of revolution critical in progressing the Sandinista movement:
Ernesto Cardenal, together with a group of like-minded artists and poets, established a
utopian community to escape and resist the Somoza dictatorship (1937–79). An
archipelago of 36 tropical islands located towards the south-eastern shores of Lake
Nicaragua, remote and independent from the rest of the country, with its own school of
primitivista painting and sculpture, the community was a place of refuge for Latin
American revolutionaries, artists and intellectuals in the years leading up to the
Revolution of 1978… Originally intended to maintain a nucleus of peaceful resistance
under the leadership of Cardenal, the community participated in the Sandinista-led
insurgency during the 1977 campaign against the National Guard. After the end of the
Somoza dictatorship and throughout the 1980s, Solentiname remained an important
centre for arts and crafts production, with artisans continuing to work in the naïve manner
introduced during the earlier period. Recreated through folklore, this vision of the islands
as an egalitarian earthly paradise was nonetheless already nostalgic and mythologised.
(151)
Her perspective on the role of art in shaping utopian imaginaries resonates with me, as I dwell on
and in my tiny house.

14

In My Meteorite, which is arguably a work of autotheory, Harry Dodge frequently notes instances of
coincidence with a dually skeptical and universalizing sense of enchantment, describing the phenomena
as “a sense-field in which actually-happening marvels are not at all discernable or maybe only some
frontispiece appears, or an aura, like dawn” (103).
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I suppose I should mention, I’ve never been to Solentiname––it’s actually better that way, as the
notion of idealization is key (no pun intended). It is therefore conjured as a historical ghost, a
cultural memory distant from me but also mine to claim––likewise an image of aspiration,
another no-place to guide us in the fervent abolition of structural oppressions. Fitting, too, that
my version of the facade manifested with colored plexi-glass in place of stained-glass
windows––the plastic sheen and flatter colors resemble a children’s toy––a prompt for cognitive
development, investment in a new generation. Likewise, that it is the surface for my film––time
and memory on time and memory, in multiples––polyvocal––my love for my family cast in a
form of light onto a literal labor of love, anticapital gesture (nothing to sell, torn down in ten
days, hopes to repurpose), reflecting off of and through signs intended for a spiritual purpose.

Fig. 24 - Detail from Letters to Home, Pt. 1
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Fig. 25 - Church of Solentiname, Nicaragua
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Fig. 26 - Letters to Home, Pt. 1, 2021
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While Letters to Home, Pt. 1, centers around my dad’s absence, his presence is pervasive in both
the film and the installation. His shirt––an old uniform from his life as a mechanic, with his
name on a patch––hangs from a cheap wall-hook mounted onto the back wall (fig. 26), which is
partially covered in wallpaper, patterned by little graphics of sugarcane and coffee
plants––important exports in the early economic expansion of Louisiana and Nicaragua
respectively. This shirt can be seen prominently through the doorway of the house, which echoes
a presence of absence through door hinges attached to the frame but no door, and a chain lock
dangling from the inside frame with its slotted counterpart connected––a partnership intact,
despite what’s missing. The shirt shows up multiple times in the film, as well––adorned on me,
while interacting with the kids who wear nearly identical shirts, and again in fleeting moments
where I sit in his chair, in his shed––empty chair in the next frame. Perhaps most importantly, it
is there at the end of the film, in a moment of tense exchange with my niece regarding some
disrespectful behavior. My niece gets upset and momentarily locks me out of the house, and
possessed by an all-consuming impulse, I yell furiously through the door, as if a father (fig. 27).
This moment was unexpectedly captured by a Ring security doorbell15, cast onto a cloud––as if
an omniscient eye.

There is also a passage of the film where footage of my dad shows up, in the moving images
accompanying a letter to my mom. At one point, I speak about notions of security––complicated
in respect to fear, alluding to legitimate violent-crime rates16 in opposition with the violence of

15

16

https://ring.com/doorbell-cameras
https://www.cbsnews.com/pictures/murder-map-deadliest-u-s-cities/61/
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policing17, how alarm systems reinforce modes of state surveillance and suburban
paranoia––with a sensitivity to the fact that she really felt protected by him and has witnessed
more (overt) violence than I have. In this sequence, he is seen showing me a machete that he kept
in his shed. I was capturing B-roll at the time, after having shot a piece about intergenerational
divides and reflections on translation18 as manifest from linguistic assimilation (fig. 28). He
proceeds to demonstrate how the knife has a survival kit––unscrews its bottom cap, which is also
a compass, and then fishes out a small plastic bag from inside the handle which contains
matches, needle and thread, a button intended as a fishing lure, and bandaids (fig. 29). There is a
later sequence, in which I speak to an (deeply loved) anonymous addressee on the subject of
survivor’s guilt in relation to addiction trauma, where the compass from the knife is buried at
night19. My niece held the camera.

17

https://www.cnn.com/2019/08/01/us/alton-sterling-baton-rouge-police/index.html

Funny how “home” in English does not quite have a parallel in Spanish. No translation, that I can think
of (hogar, casa, habitacion, patria), is as specific yet expansive––the house or structure of shelter, but
also a region of habituation, region or country of origin, a place containing a formative past, or how
multiple places can be referred to as home
18

19

A singular moment of staged fiction in the film, as I immediately dug up the compass and returned it to
the knife, now too precious to let go of
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FIg. 27 - Detail of Letters to Home, Pt. 1, 2021 (Dad’s shirt)
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FIg. 28 - Still from Letters to Home, Pt. 1, 2021
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Fig. 29 - Still from Father Tongue, 2020
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Fig. 30 - Still from Letters to Home, Pt. 1, 2021
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While on the notion of protection––a quick anecdote, unrelated to the work but still relevant to
this paper, to this format––it’s May 2nd, 2021, and I am just days between de-installing my
house and having to turn in my thesis paper. I have just recovered from two days of sickness
induced by the second dose of the covid vaccine. As I write from the living room, I suddenly
hear the sound of gunshots and shattering glass––run to the other side of the apartment, make
sure my roommate is okay, adrenaline kicking in––seems a bullet went through one of my
windows, pierced through a potted plant, somehow lost momentum enough to ricochet off of two
walls and crashed back out through the other window, which shattered completely––still moving
fast enough that it left a bullet-shaped imprint in the metal frame of the second window.
Neighbors confirm there was a drive-by––I am not so privileged to feel shocked, but they say it
with a nonchalance that I don’t possess, which is sadly understandable for many black residents
of Crown Heights. The shooting was aimed across the street from us––was it a stray bullet that
bounced off of some other surface, or a retaliation? We are grateful to be “safe”, though
bewildered by this strange violation of our space––literal external forces colliding with our
home. Eventually police show up to the scene across the street. We decide it’s pointless to talk to
them.

My window is being replaced this morning––it’s May 5th, 2021––and in its momentary absence,
a hard wind slams my bedroom door shut. I considered buying a real window for my house
installation, but then the spareness of just the blinds made more sense. Window metaphors are
obvious enough. Blinds, though, are more complex––the term itself, obstruction of visibility,
reflective of light, controlling of passage, and how one can invite slivers of intimate voyeurism
with just the right angling and amount of negative space. I project a second channel of moving
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images onto the wall with the window––a short, silent loop. Trees blowing in the wind are
mapped onto the backs of drywall panels and studs, all around the blinds. This shot is
manipulated in speed and layered with high contrast blending so that it feels at once stormy and
calm––dreamy. Magenta clouds pass through the negative spaces of this wall onto the ceiling,
spilling slightly onto the wall where my dad’s shirt hangs––it is floating. Mapped onto the shape
of the blinds, a domestic sequence unfolds: my mother preparing a traditional Nicaraguan dish
called Nacatamales. Closeups of her hands feature prominently as she works (fig. 30)––truth be
told, my hands resemble hers more. I have her long and skinny fingers and very prominent veins,
except with a little more wear and tear all over. From inside the house, a “shadow” of light is cast
from the window blinds––little leaks from around the frame and pinholes from the
threading––onto a plastic tarp that veils the other long wall frame, which is otherwise bare and
unbound. At the end of the cooking sequence, my dad’s boots are seen walking away from an
oversized boiling pot on a burner in the carport. His boots walk into the entrance of his shed,
which is flattened by the camera into a deep black void, and disappear.

And through the last remaining threshold of the house, the doorway of the Solentiname facade, a
curious viewer might step inside. They will find another wall about two feet behind the
threshold, fully covered with drywall––seamless and painted white, aside from a large, deep blue
rectangle centered on the bottom edge of the wall like a minimalist painting. This field absorbs
moving images that pass through the doorway, usually tailored in their sequencing to be
meaningful in their passage––scenes like clouds, the slapping from a game of hot hands while
reminiscing on adolescent substance abuse, a white picket fence, the kids at their adoption
ceremony, my dad and his survival kit, the burial of the compass, panning onto an interior
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security camera among decorative objects, an opioid protest at the Guggenheim, a basketball
falling through a hoop, the carrying of bags of raked leaves, a tender hug with my niece before
yelling. Should the viewer look to the right, behind this threshold, they will see an open space
revealing the gallery wall. Should they look left, they will find a tiny, framed photograph (fig.
31)––a self portrait in front of an 80’s “lasers” background, posed with a cheesy smile like in a
school portrait, while wearing a T-shirt of Che Guevara’s iconic image rendered in the posterized
style of the famous Obama image by Shepard Fairy––from the “Hope” campaign––with the
word revolution rendered exactly as the word hope had been, which was later recast as the word
vote, which all began with the word obey. I am a little ashamed to admit that I bought this off of
Amazon, but then again that fact is rather apt for the image of that shirt.
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Fig. 31 - Still from Letters to Home, Pt. 1, 2021
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Fig. 32 - Detail from Letters to Home, Pt. 1, 2021

**
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vii.

Fig. 33 - Still from Letters to Home, Pt. 1, 2021
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From Letters to Home, Pt. 1

Dear ______,

I imagine it as a switch that goes off, suddenly, often, yet always
unexpected—you become automaton of craving, like that is all that
ever

was.

When

in

this

mode,

your

voice

drags

slow

and becomes

impressed at its inventiveness. Sometimes I fall for it, even after
so long. It’s hard to say I love you when this happens––light passes
right through that which no longer wants to be seen… but love is
persistent, even then.

When we speak, we circle over and over the feeling of “never thought
it would turn out like this”, a feeling that seems to last forever.
This implies always the correlative thought: what if. What if you
hadn’t, or what if it was me instead of you, which seemed just as
possible.

Remember

that

time

we

took

turns snorting lines in my

closet, hiding like children playing a game?

We

weren’t

exactly

innocent,

however

commonplace

it is to be so

wildly young and stupid––that is, you did it to yourself, but also
you didn’t––nefarious marketing, overflow from the culture of numb,
and your money funneled up… Do you know who the Sacklers are? Funny
how they link the darkness of your world with the dark sides of
mine–you

did

it

to

yourself,

and

also

you

didn’t,

you

really
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didn’t––worse yet is how you’re not alone in that, by far––I’m so
glad you’re still alive.

Last year there was a big settlement, I’m sure you heard, though you
are

still

unsettled––and

just

today,

a

story

on

Johnson

and

Johnson––they and other healthcare corporations that played a key
role in the epidemic spread, who profited grossly on your dark spiral
and of millions like you, will recoup billions from their settlement
payouts

through

clever

tax-breaks,

including

write-offs

of

those

losses as “operational costs”––I learned this from an NPR “addiction
correspondent”, what a job title––and they don’t know, we could’ve
had universal healthcare. Now you jump through rehabilitative hoops.
The

word

“survivor's

survive
guilt”

means
mean

many

things

everything

to

to

you––while

me.

I

think

the

about

words
my

own

highschool days of fucking around, playing with substances to pierce
the disappointments of suburban life in the shadow of The Dream––rite
of passage that it seemed––I towed the line, hard, but got lucky, and
can’t get you (all) out of my head––friends who seemed invincible,
trapped in youth forever, I say a prayer for their families (and for
mine)––I’m

told

conspiratorial

there

noise,

in

are
which

Facebook
strangers

groups,
care

amid

for

each

all
other

the
in

startling ways, remind each other of the power of the switch, which
is not the same as the person––because we are not alone in that. And
I remain ever hopeful for you, don’t let me be lonely.
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I think back to childhood days spent watching tv––mediated fantasies
that linger as ghosts––picturesque families come with applause signs,
and true love will just find you as long as you never stop wanting
it––that was your only ambition, the irony of how it landed. Your
fantasy

now

is

simply

a

clearly

marked

exit,

this

way

to

the

ordinary––forget the instagram of it all, nothing left to perform,
the spectacle will watch itself. I pace around and smoke a cigarette
and try to outsmart my cruel optimism––and I am not alone in that,
even though we know it doesn’t have to be that way, and why is that
way (still)?

And there are other things I mean to tell you here, about loving you
and the space between us, and future possibilities––but such things
are better served by a phone call, where your voice can be there with
mine.
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Fig. 34 - Still from Letters to Home, Pt. 1, 2021
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Dear Mom,

Since dad died, I am constantly asking myself––what do I need to
know?

What

do

I

need

to

know

of

you,

from you, before the day

comes––the day of my great untethering. When I wonder this, I feel
melancholic––become

consistent

things––become

child

shy

in

again,

not

asking

wandering

you

around

any
during

of

the

recess

feeling lonely, something, or othered––I ask you some things finally
and you cry––since dad died, I realize more and more how sad-lonely
childhoods were the nicest thing you both had in common––together you
unknowingly placed it in me, and I wonder if it was a gift or an
accident––was it a gift or an accident?

Since dad died, you carry an endearing sense of pride in doing all
the

yard

work––raking

weed-eating––your

body

the

leaves,

increasingly

mowing

the

frail--I

am

lawn,
proud,

edging
too.

and
Your

sweat becomes a strange proxy for welled-up tears of mine, and I
laugh at the sight of this suburban sisyphean pursuit passed partly
onto Lucas, carrying these light yet giant bags of leaves on his
back,

over

and

over,

to

the

corner, for “waste collection.” You

compost what you can for your tiny garden, but the social convention
of

tidy

lawns claims so much more in plastic eternity--sidewalks

resemble a moat.

After dad died you seemed so afraid, keeping a machete in the living
room

with

you––you

sleep

so

much

easier

now

with

the

new alarm
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system, and it’s true there is an alarmingly high violent crime rate
in the area--my country’s wars (at home) different than yours, our
corruption
desire

for

different

than

theirs.

Regardless,

protection--remembering

suddenly,

I
I

understand
grew

up

your

playing

monopoly in this house. It’s a stupid game, takes too long, full of
sore losers--we would order pizza and play at the kitchen table and
laugh, nights that felt wholesome and sweet and loss felt distant,
and you’d stare real hard at your kids knowing you’ve seen things
we’ll never. You’d look at us, tender, you and dad squeeze us and
kiss us on the cheeks, say a prayer for bed, turn the lights out in
the tiny house with your proud lawn in a nothing-special neighborhood
in the deep south of the country that’s been good to you because you
worked real hard, dammit--praise be. At least it is a slower death, I
think--was it a gift or an accident? When I wonder this, I feel
melancholic and also happy for you, that for a time there, it was
heaven and everything.
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Fig. 35 - Still from Letters to Home, Pt. 1, 2021

**
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EPILOGUE

In late April of 2021, I take a break from gallery-sitting at my thesis show so that I can work on
my paper. I get distracted by my phone and suddenly come across a meme: a woman is sleeping,
her husband hugging her from behind, and a speech bubble reads, “Honey, please wake up our
son.” A panel below shows a little boy looking terrified, his father grabbing him by the collar,
and the father’s speech bubble reads, “You won’t make it as an artist unless you’re privileged,
tokenized or lucky. Art schools are a scam and you will be treated as unskilled workforce for the
rest of your life” (@freeze_magazine).

In the fall of 2020, my class is reading Moten’s essay, The University and the
Undercommons––in small groups we meet virtually and try to unpack the dense, poetic
meanderings of Moten’s style, which some find to be annoyingly obtuse to academic analysis. I
chalk it up to his notion of refusals, opposition to structuralist binaries––Moten begins with a
Rancière quote that declares philosophical critique of knowledge as a denegation of knowledge
(25). I underline a sentence in the section There is No Distinction Between the American
University and Professionalisation: “critical education is precisely there to tell professional
education to rethink its relationship to its opposite” (32). And then another––“In other words,
critical education arrives to support any faltering negligence...It is more than an ally of
professional education, it is it’s attempted completion” (32).

It’s the opening day of our show, April 15, 2021, and my group finds out that the department will
be filming a short video towards a special auction related to funding by the Goldbergs, who are
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major donors to the MFA program. They have decided to use our show as a backdrop, and we are
each asked to give a spiel about our work for the video, in appeal to the donors and as
demonstration of what their money is supporting. I am nudged to make mention of my Senegal
experience, which I don’t mind doing, but also it’s not lost on me, wink wink… the video closes
with the director of our program interviewing a colleague, Bryan Ellingson, whose installation is
titled “The Heavenly Institute of the Aesthetic Essence of Art”, 2021. It is a school within the
school, and Bryan is performing a pseudo cult-leader persona. In character, he mentions that the
aesthetic essence can’t be learned in an MFA program. The director and everyone else laughs in
amusement, while I am laughing louder, internally, at the irony of the moment––a few days
before my thesis show opens, I receive an email from NAVIENT reminding me that my loan
deferment period will be ending soon.
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